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No, no reprints are available. I do have a book that it was published in, but it is *very* old. For general material like that, they would do better seeing this book:


On Mon, 30 Jun 1997, Jo-Anne Bogner wrote:

>> Rex,
>>
>> Do you have any reprints for the following article:
>>
>> User-System Interfaces: An Important Element of Information Systems
>> Strategies, in Organization of Engineering Knowledge for Product Modeling
>>
>> I have a request for the technical report but apparently received a request from you not to distribute it any more since it is in print.
>>
>> thanks,
>>
>> jo-anne
>>
>>
>
 greemplo5@vt.edu  
 Virginia Tech (VPI&SU)  
 Blacksburg, VA 24061-0106, U.S.A.
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